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Some suggestions on how to study mathematics.

• Go to class.

• Take notes. The notes you produce will provide a written record of what your
instructor believes to be the most important points of the course. Your notes will
provide additional examples that will be helpful as you solve problems on homework.
Writing notes will help focus your attention on the mathematics being presented in
class.

• Go to class when exams and written assignments are returned. Be sure to collect
every assignment. Review mistakes in your work so that you will be less likely to
repeat the mistake on the next assignment.

• Read the textbook before you go to class. While you may not understand every
detail after reading a section in the text, you will be familiar with the main ideas and
class will help to deepen your understanding.

• Write careful and complete solutions to each homework problem and keep these
solutions in a notebook. We will not, in general, grade your solutions. Your solutions
will be useful when you review for exams. Your solutions will be helpful when you
seek assistance on a problem and need to explain how you have approached the
problem.

In your work, your goal is not just to arrive at a correct answer but to also to explain
your reasoning in order to convince the reader that you understand how to solve the
problem.

• Form a study group. After you go to class, work on homework with fellow students.
Make sure that you are able to answer every question. After you have answered every
question, make sure that you understand why your answers are correct. Discuss your
reasoning with your fellow students and see if others have a better approach to
solving a problem.

• Attempt homework problems immediately after material is covered in class. Mark
problems that you find difficult and look for explanations for these problems. You
may obtain assistance in Mathskeller, the Study, in recitation, in office hours of your
teaching assistant or lecturer, in your study group, and by sending e-mail to your TA
from mathclass.org.



The Study is located in the basement of Young Library and provides drop in tutoring
in a number of subjects. The study is open in the evenings from Sunday to Thursday.
Visit http://www.uky.edu/UGS/study for more information.

The Mathskeller is located in the basement of the Classroom building and is open
from 9 to 4 Monday to Friday. Instructors in MA 113 will hold some of their office
hours in Mathskeller. In addition, assistance with mathclass.org will be available
and students may print out their assignments from mathclass.org in the
Mathskeller.

• Be sure to review carefully every item on the review homework assignments.

• Before each exam, take a practice exam. Exams from past semesters are available at
http://www.ms.uky.edu/∼rbrown/courses/exams-113. Note that there may be
small changes in the syllabus from semester to semester.

• Work problems. Work more problems. Many students choose to work additional
problems above the required assignments. The following sources of additional
problems are available. 1. The textbook (see the course calendar). 2. The common
version of web homework problems. 3. Additional versions of your web homework.
Choose your favorite number to use as the version number at mathclass.org. 4. The
warmup homework sets, W1-W4 at mathclass.org.

• Did we mention that you should go to class?


